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QUESTION 1

Can a prompt be used in the expression of a slicer? 

A. Yes, if the correct syntax is used. 

B. No, the slicer syntax is not compatible with prompt syntax. 

C. Yes, if the slicer is a hierarchy. 

D. No, the slicer must be manually created by the report author. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the following expression do: 

"generate([Productline],topCount(descendants(currentMember([sales_and_marketing].[Pro
ducts].[Products]),[sales_and_marketing].[Products].[Products].[Product]),2,[Revenue]))"? 

A. Returns the top two products by revenue for each product line. 

B. Finds the top two members by revenue at the product level and returns their respective ancestors at the product line
level. 

C. Calculates the top two product lines for each product. 

D. Goes two levels up from products and returns the top members by revenue at that level. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

When must a report author use the caption function? 

A. As the first parameter of the roleValue function. 

B. To return the display name for thespecified business key. 

C. To see the string display name for the specified element. 

D. To pass the returned value to a drill-through target report, this expects a matching string as a parameter value. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following are dimensional objects? 

A. Sets and query calculation 

B. Query subject andrelationship cardinality 

C. Slicer and string function 

D. Level and member 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A data source has a Time hierarchy, a Products hierarchy, and a Retailers hierarchy. What are the preferred techniques
the report author would use to focus reports for this type of a data source? 

A. Dimensional functions and slicers 

B. Use Members directly 

C. Ancestors and descendants 

D. Detail filters and summary filters 

Correct Answer: A 
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